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After school the next day, my mother gave me a 
shiny new red cap. “The moon sent it,” she said. 
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Hello, my name is Sonam Sonkar. I’m in class 8 and dream of being an engineer. 
I enjoy kathak and also love beautiful clothes.
Thank you for buying this book. My friends and I will get to read many more books in our 
library because you bought this book.

Noni is the pen name of a writer residing in Bangalore. 
She works in the field of education.

Angie is a graphic designer and in her spare time loves to keep busy with ceramic. 
Upesh is an animator who collects graphic novels and catches up with odd films in his spare time. 

Together they form ‘The Other Design Studio’.





YAY!

Totally

This book is shared online by Free Kids Books at https://www.freekidsbooks.org  in terms of the
creative commons license provided by the publisher or author. 

Want to find more books like this? 
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Always Free – Always will be!

Legal Note: This book is in CREATIVE COMMONS - Awesome!! That means you
can share, reuse it, and in some cases republish it, but  only in accordance with the

terms of the applicable license (not all CCs are equal!), attribution must be
provided, and any resulting work must be released in the same manner.  
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